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Kate Button, Bruce
Mumbler,
Eileen
Button, Kath Cochrane, Richard Cochrane, Gloria Mumbler, of Crescent
Head.

Hullo Kids,
And how d o you like all this wet weather? I’ll
bet some of you have had some exciting times in the
floods. How about some letters telling me all about
your experiences.
Speaking of letters, the mailman has just brought me
a very nice letter from Delma Lilley, of Karuah. This
is what Delma said :
“ I think Ddvn is a wonderful magazine and I look
forward to receiving it every month.
Karuah is situated on the bank of the Karuah River,
with a beautiful line of hills on the opposite side. I
like swimming very much and my two brothers and
two sisters and I often go for a swim in the river.”
..
(Karuah sounds a very nice place, doesn’t it ?)
I also had a very interesting letter from Kevin Boney,
of Pilot Street, Urunga. Kevin is quite an outstanding
athlete as many of you probably know, and he told me
all about the trip he and some of his teammates had
to Sydney last year for the big sports. Also a nice
drawing from Kevin which won him a special prize.
(Congratulations to you, Kevin.)
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I n the next month o r so we are going to completely
reorganise Dawn, especially this section for the young
folk, and that is where you all can help.
This is your magazine you know and this is the young
people’s particular page, so it’s up to you to see that it is
just right.
How about writing in NOW, not tomorrow, or next
week, but NOW, and letting me have your suggestions
about this page. Would you like a serial story, more
painting competitions, puzzles or crosswords? There
are so many of my young friends and all with m e r e n t
tastes, that it is very difficult for me to decide just what
they would like.
Well now, how about it ?
And in the meantime, how about lots and lots more
letters, stories, drawings, etc., from some NEW friends.
It always seems to be the same old few who keep i n touch
with me.

So there you are, that‘s something for you to think
about for the time being.

All the best until next month,

A very fine drawing, and a really typical one, by Bert
Armstrong. of Beaumont.

Your pal, Pete.
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